
Gun Proofing your Dog by Tok
Mostert
Introducing a dog to gunfire is and will remain a critical
element in his training. Many good dogs have been ruined by a
wrong use of gunfire and some develop problems later that are
not easy to solve. Having a gun shy dog is frustrating and
leads down a long path of re-training and sometimes a dog that
cannot be hunted at all. The dog becomes so frightened by
gunfire that when he does scent a bird he will avoid pointing,
as this will lead to a shot or even more shots being fired.

I have a somewhat different approach to training my dogs,
gundog or lapdog all receive the same training. Once the puppy
has developed a bond with me and has settled in well in our
home, but most of all, trusts me I start “Boom Proofing” him.
Even tough our lap dogs have never been around gunfire, they
react the same way (or do not react at all) to loud noises or
fireworks, exactly like a gundog. As said above, the puppy
must trust you and understand that you offer protection and
support, both mentally and physically. I start by “scaring”
them a little by dropping a magazine flat on the floor, it
should make a slapping sound, not a overly loud banging sound.
I do this when the puppy least expects this, a surprise if you
will. The natural reaction is for them to scare, run or hide,
sometimes both. Here two things are extremely important, your
response  and  the  timing  of  your  response.  I  respond
immediately, the puppy has no time to figure out what made the
noise, I immediately give both verbal and physical support to
the dog. “Come girl, oh there you are, what a good girl”. I
also offer my physical support by kneeling down and opening my
arms  to  the  dog,  inviting  him  to  me  while  giving  verbal
support. 99% of the time the dog responds by coming to me
immediately, I then heap praise on the dog. As said before, be
overly  friendly!  This  is  a  negative-positive  training
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technique. Always, always respond the same way, immediately,
positively and friendly!
Eventually you will have to move up to heavier books! I go
around slapping the outside of cupboards ,doors and any flat
surfaces too. My response and the dogs always stays the same,
eventually they come straight into me at the slap or bang
sound, this is what I am aiming for. I do not stop there
however, someday I may sneak up behind them and grab a leg or
tail (I never hold onto the part I grab, it is a light touch)
once again my response is the same, immediate, positive and
friendly.  Eventually  the  dog  will  respond  positively
immediately, even as you start your response, this is what I
aim for. Do not overdo this, every other day or twice a week,
once a day, is enough! I still do this and my dogs are between
1 and 7 years old.

Now please understand that to you it may sound like I am
terrorizing my dogs, far from it, the incorrect reaction by
the trainer is what would be categorized as terrorizing the
dog.
Keep in mind we expose dogs to many “surprise” noises, doors
slammed,  cars  backfired,  plates  and  glasses  breaking,
fireworks  etc  there  are  thousands  of  examples.
A dog that is not accustomed, nor trained, for this often has
a  hard  time  when  things  go  wrong.  Dogs  hang  or  impale
themselves on fences, run through glass doors or run in front
of cars every year with the fireworks, my dogs either look for
birds or lie sleeping through it. As said before in another
article, break down your training, a dog should be able to
retrieve before you introduce gunfire like training with the
retrieving training. I start with a cast and clap of the
hands, move on to a cast and blank pistol (plastic revolver
with very low charge caps). When you start with the blank
pistol it is a good idea to have another person doing the cast
and the shooting, Shoot 10-12 meters away from the dog, keep
the dog steady and offer a lot of verbal support. If the dog
shows discomfort at the shot, move further away with the blank



pistol, if it does not bother the dog, move closer. Do this
for every type of “gunfire” you introduce,. 22,9mm and shotgun
should be started at least 20-25 meters away from the dog,
further is better. Increase the caliber progressively, do not
go from blank pistol to gauge 12 shotgun directly!

Blank pistol first

Read the dog, if he is uncomfortable offer more verbal, or
physical support, if you do the blank pistol training right,
the dog will already know that following the shot comes a
retrieve, which you made a fun thing during the retrieving
trainings, that is if you followed my advice. Once you get to
the shotgun with the cast and shoot, your dog should be steady
to the shot and cast, never let the dog break at the shot,
never. Go back a step without the shot to get the dog steady
again.
As said clearly before, hunting amplifies any little problems
the dog has 1000 times. Get it right in training and you will
have less disappointments during hunting (problems always come
up during hunting).



Keep in mind that any negative inputs from you after the shot
is going to affect the dog, you may not even realise you are
being negative! It only takes three of such sessions to turn a
dog  gun  shy,  always,  always  end  on  a  positive  note  when
training, go back a step if you have to! Remember to have fun
when training, the dog must enjoy what he is doing, and his
desire to please you must be greater than his fear to fail.
It is so easy to get caught up in getting one thing right that
you forget it is only a small piece of a incredible dog you
are building, see the bigger picture!

Next article here.

Tok Mostert, a Professional Hunter from South Africa, now
living in Sweden,  is sharing his writings on dog training
with us. You can start reading them from Part 1 here.

Chi c’è dietro al progetto
Alcuni di noi mi conoscono già, ma farò comunque una breve
introduzione per mettere tutti a loro agio. Il mio curriculum
accademico  è  il  seguente:  ho  una  Laurea  Specialistica  in
Lingue e Letterature Straniere (Inglese) ottenuta con 110/110
e lode presso l’Università di Pavia; un Certificate in Asian
Studies with Distinction ottenuto dal Mount Holyoke College
(Massachusetts,  USA)  e  sto  per  laurearmi  in  Medicina
Veterinaria presso l’Università  degli  Studi di Milano. Ho
frequentato  anche  la  scuola  triennale  di  agopuntura
veterinaria e alcuni corsi sul comportamento del cane, sulla
gestione della fauna selvatica, di neuroscienze, scrittura,
fotografia e altro. Ho iniziato a scrivere di cani e di caccia
nel  2001,  diventando  giornalista  pubblicista  nel  2005,  ho
anche pubblicato due libri sui cani. Continuo a collaborare
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con riviste italiane e estere come freelance, gestisco il blog
Dogs & Country  e mi potete leggere su Sentieri di Caccia,
Cinghiale che Passione e Cinghiale che Passione.

Mi interesso di cani sin da a quando ero bambina, ho svolto
volontariato in un rifugio per cani per cinque anni e nel 1999
ho avuto il mio primo setter inglese. Sono passati molti anni
da allora, ma la passione per la campagna e per i cani da
caccia  è  rimasta  immutata.  I  miei  supervisori  in  questo
progetto  sono  la  Professoressa  Silvana  Mattiello  e  la
Professoressa  Clara  Palestrini,  uno  dei  pochi  medici
veterinari diplomati all’European College of Animal Welfare
and Behavioural Medicine. Entrambe insegnano e fanno ricerca
presso la Facoltà di Medicina Veterinaria, Università degli
Studi di Milano.
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